
The Roll Stand and other
accessories make life easier
using our vacuum devices.
It’s Convenient.....
The suction roll stand provides suction where
and when you need it, either from a wall suction
source or portable aspirator. It is easily used in
hospitals, surgical suites, sub-acute, homecare
and long term care facilities.

It’s Versatile.....
The shelf on the PM60-2 roll stand is large
enough to securely accommodate any of the
Precision Medical, Inc. portable aspirators. The
aspirators are easily attached to the shelf by
means of the durable Velcro™ strap making it
interchangeable if needed. Or, the units can be

permanently mounted to the shelf.  The attached
universal canister bracket allows the use of four
suction canisters.

It’s Easy to Maintain...
The compressor shelf is powder coated and
durable.  The pole, base arms and casters are
smooth, easy-to-clean and infection control
friendly.

It’s Unique...
The SCS-2000 Model has a ball-pivot holder for
attachment of the suction regulator.  This allows
movement of the regulator in any direction
making visual observation of the suction rate
easier. The four-port, on-off valve allows quick
change from canister-to-canister during the
suctioning process.

It’s Sturdy...
The five-arm base of the stand along with the
high quality casters provides a sturdy stand that is
virtually impossible to tip over during normal use.

VACUUM ACCESSORIES



Description Part#

PowerVac Aspirator PM61

PowerVac+ Aspirator PM63

Vacuum Regulator (2 Mode Continuous) PM3000 Series

Vacuum Regulator (3 Mode Continuous) PM3100 Series

Vacuum Regulator (Continuous/Intermittent) PM3300 Series

Vacuum Regulator (Pediatric Continuous/Intermittent) PM3400 Series

Canisters come in 3 sizes;
800cc, 1200cc and 2000cc.
A self sealing lid provides
a leak-free seal when

vacuum is applied. An
automatic float shut-off
provides protection against
canister overflow.
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Canisters

The Vac Trap protects suction
regulators and central vacuum

systems from accidental
contamination by liquid
overflow from suction
collection canisters.
This unique design assures
positive shut-off at low as

well as line vacuum conditions. 
Various configurations are
available for attachment to
vacuum regulator or central
vacuum system.

PM9000 Vac Trap

The SCS-2000 Model has a ball-
pivot holder for attachment of
the suction regulator.  This
allows movement of the

regulator in any direction
making visual observation
of the suction rate easier.
The four-port, on-off valve
allows quick change from
canister-to-canister during
the suctioning process.
The universal canister
holder can accommodate
numerous canister
configurations.

SCS2000 Suction Roll Stand *

Suction Tubing comes in a
6’ length.

Hydrophobic Filters
provides final
filtration and

overflow protection.

Suction Tubing, Filter Assemblies &
Hydrophobic Filter

The Roll Stand allows you to
easily move a suction unit
from room to room allowing

easy placement anywhere.
The stand shelf is large
enough to accommodate
any of Precision Medical’s
air compressors, aspirators

or nebulizer compressors.
The universal canister
holder can accommodate
numerous canister
configurations.

PM60-2 Roll Stand *

*All Roll Stands are sold wtihout Aspirators, Canisters
or Vacuum Regulators.

ADDITIONAL ORDERING INFORMATION

Ordering Information:
1906-12 1200cc (Case of 12)
502519-10 800cc (Case of 10)
502687-12 2000cc (Case of 12)

Ordering Information:
1690 Hydrophobic Filter
1955 Suction Tubing
502690 Inline Filter & Tubing Assembly (PM60-2)
503477 Filter Assembly, SCS2000

PM9003
shown


